
From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Sandy Bishop 

15 December 2009 09:49 

Anne Kirkham; Ken Knight 

Anthony Burd; Brian Martin; Peter Wise; Brian Nash; David Prout; Richard 

Longman; Allan Ross; Fred Croft; Kelly Fairman 

RE: LAKANAL HOUSE INVESTIGATION 

Importance: High 

Anne 

Thanks. I have just discussed with Kelly Fairman in Ken’s office and have agreed that a meeting between key parts of 
the department is needed to discuss and agree next steps. Ken’s office are calling the meeting - likely to be at 
11.30am on Thursday - invite will issue this morning. 

sandy 

From: Anne Kirkham 
Sent: Tuesday, December 15, 2009 9:42 AM 
To: Ken Knight; Sandy Bishop 

Cc: Anthony Burd; Brian Martin; Peter Wise; Brian Nash; David Prout; Richard Longman; Allan Ross 

Subject:    RE: LAKANAL HOUSE TNVEST[GAT[ON 

Sandy/Ken 

This is critical information in housing terms and we would need to assess what is to be made public. Is it a 
product issue or an installation issue. From a quick read of the results it would appear to be the product. 
However, are there issues arising from the way the product was installed. We need to be clear on these two 
facts before going public. Then we need to decide how we go public. 

Anne 

From: Evette Abrahams-Newton On Behalf Of Ken Knight 

Sent: Tuesday, December 15, 2009 9:10 Air] 
To: Sandy Bishop 

Cc: Anne Kirkham; Anthony Burd; Brian Martin; Peter Wise; Brian Nash; David Prout 

Subject:     LAKANAL HOUSE INVESTIGATION 

RESTRICTED << File: 258497 BRE Fire security Part 7.pdf >> << File: Knight, Sir Ken - Lakanal 
House Investigation.pdf >> 

Sandy 

I attended the scheduled Strategic Investigation Oversight Group (SLOG) meeting for the above 
yesterday. The attendees were: 

¯ Metropolitan Police Service (Chair) 
¯ Health and Safety Executive 
¯ Crown Prosecution Service 
¯ Chief Fire and Rescue Adviser 
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The MPS outlined there results of a recent Building Research Establishment (BRE) report (copy 
attached) which indicated that fire testing on the panels beneath the windows of the Lakanal House 
flats were demonstrated to propagate flame and fail the required level of surface spread of flame to 
meet the Building Regulations requirements. 

The panels were installed in Lakanal House as part of the 2007 refurbishment programme. 

The earlier assumptions arising from the BRE tests are that the panels enhanced the vertical spread 
of fire from the flat of origin and may have contributed to the downward fire spread due to falling 
burning fragments of the panels. 

At the meeting it was reported that LFEPA officers had been aware of the BRE results some two 
weeks ago and had expressed an intention (to the MPS) to make the information public in the interest 
of wider public safety. This confirmed a telephone call to me from the LFEPA Commissioner some 
two hours before the SlOG meeting together with a subsequent letter send by email (attached) 

The MPS expressed concern regarding early disclosure that might prejudice their investigation. 

I agreed to discuss the mater with FRD, Housing and Building Regs, CLG colleagues. However 
expressed a view that it would be premature to advise other authorities (or the public) of a potential 
risk before being aware of facts and implications of the BRE findings. In particular: 

¯ Were the panels expected to meet a minimum standard to confirm with Building Regulations 
when installed in Lakanal House? 

¯ Were the panels fitted in Lakanal House specified to meet the required Building Regulations 
Standard eg was it a failure in specification or by an installing contractor? 

¯ Did the panels significantly contribute to the spread of fire (from flat to flat) in Lakanal House? 

As a result it was unclear what we would be alerting Housing Authorities to or what action was 
expected. 

CPS agreed that he MPS investigators should progress specific questions regarding the above with 
Southwark BC staff as CPS felt that the overriding issue of public safety should take precedence in 
the "disclosure test", subject to the detail being limited to the essential information arising from the 
BRE report. 

I agreed to speak to the London Fire Commissioner to discuss with him the difficulty of alerting 
London housing authorities to the limited information available, which I did following the meeting. 

The above position was agreed by the attendees at the SLOG. However, it remains possible that 
such information becomes prematurely publicly available. 

I suggest there will need to be early lines to take by Building Regs/Housing and a Ministerial 
briefing/submission not least as to date, this incident has shown considerable media political and 
public interest. 

My guess would be the above will need a Building Regulations interpretation of the BRE report (and if 
necessary) a subsequent alert to Housing Authorities i__f the suggested risk is considered to be 
replicated elsewhere? 

Could Brian Nash continue to act as the liaison point for the virtual Lakanal House team and probably 
a (pre-Christmas) meeting? 

Thanks 

Ken 

Sir Ken Knight 
Chief Fire and Rescue Adviser 
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CFRA 
Zone G9, 4th Floor 
Eland House 
Bressenden Place 
London SW1E 5DU 

London SW1E 6DE 
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